
What Is the Flexship Program?

VIP 
Customer 
Program

The MONAT VIP Customer Program offers MONAT customers an elevated shopping experience

with a variety of exclusive perks! Enrolling as a VIP Customer to take advantage of our amazing 
perks is simple and easy. Simply pay a one-time $19.99 enrollment fee and commit to three 
automated Flexship orders (1 Enrollment order + 2 Flexship orders), and you’ll receive:

• A 15% discount on all MONAT products (exclusions apply)

• Exclusive, premium, and FREE limited-time edition Only For You products

• Free shipping on orders of $84 USD or more

• Access to exclusive VIP promotions

Enjoy the flexibility of choosing different products in each Flexship order (exclusions apply). Plus, 
you can push your Flexship orders up to 60 days!



We pledge our 
loyalty to 
MONAT VIP 
Customers in 
many ways.

We say NO to toxic 

ingredients and offer 

products that are not only 

effective, but are naturally 

based, cruelty-free and 

vegan. From vibrant locks to 

radiant skin, MONAT helps 

create a more confident, 

beautiful you! 

We also offer a 30-Day 

Money Back Guarantee on 

all purchases! 

The Perks of Being a VIP 
Customer 

Each qualifying Flexship of $84 USD or more means you can wave 
goodbye to shipping fees!

Free Shipping

Birthday Treat

You deserve a little something extra on your special day—that’s why 
MONAT celebrates YOU with a special offer to use on your next 
purchase! 

Enjoy exclusive savings on all MONAT products, from shampoo to 
styling to skincare. 

15% off all MONAT products

Free “Only For You” Products

With each Flexship order of $84 USD or more, including your enrollment 
order, you’ll receive a premium, limited-time edition product that’s 
exclusively for those with active Flexship orders that month! MONAT 
introduces different Only For You products each month (valued at $25 
USD retail), which means you’ll always have something new to try!

Special Promotions

We make sure our VIP Customers are in the know about our exclusive 
flash sales, special offers, and promotions.

SAFE 

VEGAN

CRUELTY FREE

BACKED BY SCIENCE



Purchase + Discount
When we say MONAT is unique, we mean it! The Purchase + discount 
is a tiered discount savings program that all customers can enjoy on 
ALL purchases, including Flexship orders! Purchase + makes saving 
on our premium, naturally based products easier than ever—the more 
you spend, the more you save! Best of all, you enjoy Purchase + 
discounts in ADDITION to your 15% VIP Customer discount! Here is 
how the discount works.

• Add products to your shopping cart and enjoy the following discounts 
when you reach the retail spending thresholds:  

- 15% on $116 USD +

- 20% on $150 USD +

- 25% and $250 USD +

• Reaching our Purchase + spending thresholds is easy! You’ll be 
notified how far away you are from the next threshold and savings each 
time you add items to your shopping cart!

• Plus, many of our flash sales count toward the Purchase + spending 
thresholds—allowing you to enjoy additional savings! *

• Upon check out, we will display the retail price of your purchased 
products, your exclusive VIP Customer price, and the Purchase + 
discount applied to your order. Nothing says savings like Purchase +! 
Remember, the more you spend, the more you save! 

*Some Flash Sales will count towards the spending thresholds, but the discount will not 
apply to the products in the Flash Sale. The customer will need to add a regularly priced 
product to the cart in order for the discount to apply.



How Do I Join?
Follow these steps to become a MONAT VIP Customer:

• Pay the $19.99 USD Enrollment Fee.

• Select products of your choice for your qualifying Enrollment order totaling $84 USD or more. 

• Commit to placing two qualifying Flexship Orders of $84 USD or more.

Reside in the United States or a U.S.A. Territory. For more information on the terms and conditions of the VIP Customer 
Program, please visit www.monatglobal.com/vipinfo.


